TERR ACE AWNING FA40

Nordic
Light
Terrassmarkis
Versatile awning
for
the
patio FA42

Terrace awning
FA40

FA42 / FA44 / FA45
FA46 / FA48

FA40 is a series of versatile terrace awnings covering most needs for shading of a patio or terrace. The series contains everything from awnings with extra height to really narrow, or with a
rollerfront as protection for those irritating low rays of sun.
A stable awning in many different models with modern design, in a large selection of
colours, is what characterizes the FA40-series. High quality for durability.

TERR ACE AWNING FA40

Versatile awning for patios
Terrace awning FA42 Classic
- Open terrace awning with traditional gables.
Basic product, with standard performance.
Max width: 7,0 m.
Max projection: 4,0 m. (At 7 m width, max projection 3.5 m)
Optional: Pitchcontrol, roof, rollerfront and telescopic support.

(287 med pitch)

(322 med pitch)

FA42 Standard gable

FA42

FA42 with roof

(322 med pitch)

(318 med pitch)

(300 med pitch)

Terrace awning FA44 Design
- Open terrace awning with design.
Gables in modern design which elegantly ties different shapes together.
Max width: 7,0 m.
Max projection: 4,0 m. (At 7 m width, max projection 3.5 m)
Option: Pitchcontrol, roof, rollerfront and telescopic support.

FA44

FA44 Design gable

FA44 with roof

Terrace awning FA45 Crossover
- Open terrace awning with Cross Overarmar.
One arm overlaps the other, which makes it possible to
mount the awning on a very narrow terrace or balcony.
Min. width: 1 m. Max width: 4,6 m.
Max projection: 4,0 m
Option: Roof, rollerfront and telescopic support.

FA45

FA45 with roof

TERR ACE AWNING FA40

Terrace awning FA46
- Extra standing height with fabric beam.
Open terrace awning with fabric beam. The projection has
a broken profile, which gives for extra standing height, to
simplify opening of a door for example. At a certain distance from the wall, the awning is tilted to provide shade.

(300 med pitch)

(322 med pitch)

Max width: 7,0 m.
Max projection: 4,0 m. (At 7 m width, max projection 3,5
m).
Option: Pitchcontrol, roof, rollerfront and telescopic support.

FA46

FA46 med tak

Terrace awning FA48
- Semicassette.
The cassette protects the fabric against the climate and gives it a longer lifespan.
Recessed, the fabric is completely hidden. Only motor operated.
Max width: 7,0 m.
Max projection: 3,5 m.
Option: Pitchcontrol, rollerfront and telescopic support.

FA48 Semicassette

FA48 wall mounted

FA48 top mounted

Options:

Rollerfront
Protects against low rays
of sun.

Roof
Raises the appearance
and protects the fabric.

Pitch Control
Simple adjustment of the
projection pitch with a
crank.

Telescopic support
Stabilizes the awning
when windy.

Terrace awning
DIMENSIONS (m)

FA44

FA45

FA46

4,0*
7,0
2**

4,0*
7,0
2**

4,0
4,6
2**

4,0*
7,0
2**

Fabric
Choose from a wide range of fabrics,
from uni colours to stripes. The valance
is removable and can be made either
with wavy or straight bottom edge.

Controls
The awning is controlled manually with
a crank or with motor. With the motor
there is also possibilities for a sun and
windsensor.

Fabric tension
Dyneema® tension over elbows and armbrackets, gives the awning very strong
fabric tension.

Option: Rollerfront
A rollerfront in the front profile, easily
solves problems with low lays of sun.
Accessible as screen or awninig fabircs.
Crank operated.

Hardware
As standard, the hardware with details
is available in three powder coated colours: black, white and grey.
With a little longer delivery time, the
hardware is available in an additional 10
colours. In addition to these colours, any
RAL colour can be ordered, with even
longer delivery times.

Standard colours

Option: Pitchcontrol
Stepless adjustment of the angle of the
projection. Depending on where the
sun is on the sky, it is easy to adjust the
awning.
Crank operated.
Option: Telescopic support
Telescopic support, folds down and secures the awningfront to the ground.
Foot rest included. Stabilises the awning
(winds up to 10 m/s). Stepless height 0,8
- 2,5 m.

Mounting
The awning can easily be mounted
directly onto the wall or eave.
Folding arm projection [m]

1.6

3,5
7,0 (Series connection max 15 m)
2**
(According to EN13561)

**At projection 4.0 m, wind class 1

* At 7 m width, max projection 3,5 m.

Elbow with
Dyneema® tension.

FA48
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Option: Roof
Makes the awning complete and adds
a nice design. The roof also keeps away
dirt and leaves from the awning when
rolled up.
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FA42

Max projection
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Wind class min

FA44 with roof

FA40

